
The NITRO VoIP Transition Tool can help your organiza-
tion realize the cost savings of VoIP rapidly and migrate 
over smoothly by automating the transition between 
your legacy and VoIP PBX. After migration, the tool 
provides an easy and automated mechanism for bulk 
changes within your voice infrastructure, providing sav-
ings year over year.

The NITRO VoIP Transition Tool exports data from your 
current switch and provides you the capability to map 
your legacy environment to the new VoIP environment 
based on rules that you select. Load ranges of numbers 
to be automatically provisioned, saving hours of data 
collection and manual entry into the switch.

 The NITRO VoIP Transition Tool allows your organization 
to focus on connecting the new phone sets, training 
users on the new features, and most importantly real-
izing the cost savings of VoIP faster than you could ever 
imagine.

The Power of Transition Flexibility
NITRO  VoIP Transition Tool allows you to transition users 
in the most organized, efficient, and least invasive man-
ner while still maintaining control of both your new and 
legacy systems.

The extraction program combined with flexible queries, 
provides the ability to organize the transition in a man-

Month over month savings is a key driver in migrating to VOIP, but could you save even more by reducing implementation 
time?  The answer is yes, with the Nitro VoIP Transition Tool by NetPlus.  

ner that minimizes the inconvenience to the users.  The 
migration is flexible and can be accomplished by build-
ing, group, organization, location or other methods to 
minimize the user impact and streamline the process. 

The transition can be scheduled to occur in off 
hours, so that users leave for the day using the legacy 
system and, upon arrival the next morning, are convert-
ed to the new system and all its benefits.

NITRO VoIP Transition Tool in Action
We’ll explore ways to get the most out of your VoIP de-
ployment so that your conversion is accurate and as fast 
as possible.  We’ll look at the various methods to help 
you decide how to move forward with your implemen-
tation. 

Throughout the migration process minimal switch  
technician involvement is required. The process can be 
mostly managed by customer service representatives, 
order clerks or the end user through a web browser.
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400% REDUCTIONin migration time to VoIP.  

ADDITIONAL SAVINGSyear over year.  

can you afford to wait?

NITRO VoIP Transition Tool

Key Areas of Savings

•	 Significant reduction in implementa-
tion time line, utilizing less labor

•	 Improved ROI with faster realization of 
VoIP savings



About NetPlus NITRO
VoIP Transition Tool is a module of NetPlus NITRO, a solu-
tions suite that enhances the management of your 
next generation telecommunications environment. The 
NITRO tools can either be integrated with the highly 
popular NetPlus TMS or they can be purchased as stand-
alone solutions. 

NetPlus TMS 
NetPlus TMS has been specifically designed for enter-
prise-level converged networks and can be quickly 
deployed to provide an integrated view across legacy 
telecom and VoIP networks.

With its modular architecture and highly customizable 
design, NetPlus TMS brings a new level of usability to 
communications network management. Everything is 
interconnected through the single-image database, as-
suring smooth workflow and data accuracy.

Its sophisticated modules and applications elevate 
NetPlus TMS beyond mere telemanagement. Customers 
use NetPlus TMS for cost management, advanced and 
automated vendor invoice management and reconcilia-
tion. NetPlus TMS allows for an effortless integration and 
administration of the entire network and communica-
tions infrastructure.

About NetPlus
NetPlus is a leading solutions provider for Communica-
tions Management for both commercial and govern-
ment entities.  We offer a suite of solutions for expense 
management, data validation, fault management, 
inventory tracking and control, provisioning, and more.  
Our customers include DoD, DoS, United States Air 
Force, Avaya, Verizon, and the Pentagon.  We are a divi-
sion of Ventraq Corporation.  
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